1.
Results. Let R be a field containing a real closed subfield Ro. The main results of this announcement follow. THEOREM 
Let Ai, A 2 , • • • , A p bemXn matrices with entries in an infinite subset 12 of R containing the natural numbers in Ro. Let k be a positive integer and assume that the rank of each A »• is at least k. Then there exist nonsingular matrices E and F with entries in Q such that every set of k rows (columns) of EAiF is linearly independent
, i-1, • • • , p.
(T).
Another example: if H is the identity group then P-®JLi F, the mth tensor space over V, and K(T) = U m (T), the mth Kronecker power of T. We have the following generalization of Williamson's result to an arbitrary symmetry class of tensors as described above. We do not present a proof here but this generalization depends directly on Theorem 1 for the case p = 2. The rest of the results announced above follow from Theorem 1.
THEOREM 3. If the rank of T is r and r>m, then K(T) -K(S) if and only if T = zS where z m =l.

COROLLARY 2. If V is a unitary space, the rank of T is r, and r>m, then T is normal if and only if K(T) is normal.
Proof outline. We say that a set oimXn matrices (A h • • • ,
